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Notes 

Fairfield County CAN Meeting  
11/16/2016 
10:00 AM – 11:30 AM 
 
Attendees:  Albertina Baptista, Alejandro Rojas, Chris Jachino, Dwayne Jacobs, Dotlyn McKenzie, Elizabeth King, Keith 
Brown, Jomarie Vargas, Maria Guzman, Mary Dunleavy, Meaghan Dwyer, Mike Nemec 
Staff:  Jenita Hayes  

Shelter Waitlist  

Policy Recommendations: Leadership approved the recommendations presented (below) for implementation. 

- FC CAN Emergency Shelter Waitlist prioritized as follows:   

1. Sleeping on streets / abandoned buildings verified or confirmed by PATH Outreach and/or 
DMHAS HOT 

2. Sleeping in a vehicle / other place not meant for human habitation verified or confirmed by 
PATH Outreach and/or DMHAS HOT 

3. Self-reported street / abandoned building 

4. Self-reported vehicle / other place not meant for human habitation  

5. Imminent discharge (48 hrs) from other systems (hospital, inpatient, DOC, DV shelter)  

6. Households currently doubled up with recent (within 7 dys) unsheltered stay  

- All other households will be added to a “Hold” Waitlist in case they later fall into one of above categories 
post-CAN appointment.  This list will be purged quarterly, at a minimum.   

Ideas:  

- Further define “Medically Fragile” (Mental, Physical) [explained that Medically Fragile is only for the 
HIV/AIDS population] 

- Different questions to ask at CAN appointment about treatment, physically mobility, oxygen tank, other 
conditions, etc. 

- Collecting medication and mental health information at CAN appointment: What is your current supply? Do 
you have any at all? Where do you get your medication? How frequent is your refill? 

- Individual on a waitlist – How do we handle client that is in a medical crisis? Does Intaker/Navigator call 
911? 

- Possibly add questions on CAN Intake form in HMIS? 

Clients Without Contact Information 

Ideas: 

- Email setup for clients (can be done at CAN appts) 

- Application for SafeLink phones* 

     *If clients have lost their State phones when can they apply for a new one again? 

- Drop-in Centers 

       (Bpt) speak with Gina @ City of Bpt’s General Council 
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- Partnerships for possible phone usage for clients: 

                 Libraries, Faith Base Community, Court House Waiting Room (Bpt), Shelters, Merton House 

- Capture locations where clients frequent 

- Hospitals collecting address and contact # of those being d/c 

- Contact DV shelter for those clients whose numbers are disconnected 

- Reach out to HOT/PATH outreach to find clients w/o contact 

- Outreach 2-3 times daily at frequent client locations  

- Website for clients to check Shelter WL activity using their Client ID 

- Magic Jack ($35/yr subscription) to connect to computer for phone usage 

- Flagging clients in HMIS when agencies are looking for a client to alert those that open that client record 

- Phone Company (T-Mobile or Boost?) that will provide State phones for clients with State benefits cards 
(SSDI, SSI, Food Stamps, etc.) 

- Prepaid phones to allow clients to use 

- “No Contact” bed at shelters that are held  for a time frame to try to connect with clients w/o contacts # 

Troubleshooting/ Problem Solving 

Ideas: 

- Housing Vets with low/no income 

- DV Safe House Discharges: Ways to prioritize risk factors associated with DV clients needing to be d/c 

- Housing Resources is a concern in all communities 

- Clients with no/low income 

      Not eligible for rental assistance programs, etc. 

- Clients comes into FC CAN from NY/ Out of State/ Other CANs 

       How to prioritize? 

       CT has incentives attracting others (Ending Veteran Homelessness, State Insurance, etc.) 

- (emailed concern) Non-Appropriate referrals to DV Hotline from 211  

 

Next Meeting:  Wednesday, January 18
th

, 2017 from 10:00 – 11:30 AM 

                            Family and Children’s Agency  

                            140 Water St, Norwalk CT  

 

 

 


